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General report on the right of making 
available will be made available on the 
ALAI website and published in the ALAI 
2007 book.



making available to the public

what does it mean?



Article 8 WCT:

Without prejudice to the provisions of 
Articles 11(1)(ii), 11bis(1)(i) and (ii), 
11ter(1)(ii), 14(1)(ii) and 14bis(1) of the Berne 
Convention, authors of literary and artistic 
works shall enjoy the exclusive right of 
authorizing any communication to the public 
of their works, by wire or wireless means, 
including the making available to the public 
of their works in such a way that members 
of the public may access these works 
from a place and at a time individually 
chosen by them.



Agreed Statements concerning Article 8:

It is understood that the mere provision 
of physical facilities for enabling or 
making a communication does not in 
itself amount to communication within 
the meaning of this Treaty or the Berne 
Convention (…). 



making available to the public

two different approaches:

• technical 

• functional



making available to the public

technical interpretation:

physically having the work available on 
one’s computer ready to be transmitted 
upon demand by a member of the 
public



making available to the public

functional interpretation:

• organizing, controlling and offering a 
service by which the work is made 
available and transmitted to members of 
the public on demand

• the technology behind the service is not 
determinative



making available to the public

an example:

P2P networks



P2P bit torrent technology

• website with links to torrent files

• tracker server

• internet users with pc’s containing 
copyright content and bit torrent client 
software



downloading logistics

• user visits bit torrent website

• he selects a title of a work (e.g. motion picture)

• the website sends data to the user’s PC

• the PC contacts the tracker server

• tracker server sends data back to the PC

• PC makes contact with PC’s of other users of the 
network

• pieces of the work are uploaded from these other 
PC’s to the downloading PC



downloading logistics

conclusion:

• the works are stored on the computers 
of network users

• the physical act of transmitting 
(uploading) takes place from these 
computers



so who makes available?

in a technical interpretation: the 

users of the network

so what about the operator of the 

torrent site and tracker?



In a technical interpretation, the operator 
probably does not itself make available:

• the work is not stored on the operator’s 
computer

• the actual transmission of the work does 
not go through the operator’s computer

unless:  the acts of transmitting the torrent file 
and tracker data to the user’s computer 
(necessary to initiate the downloading 
process) are considered (part of) the act of 
making available



now let’s look at it from a functional 
perspective: who is really making the 
works available? 





The user selects the category “Movies” 

and enters keyword: “Munich”

The user selects the category “Movies” 

and enters keyword: “Munich”



Results for “Munich”Results for “Munich”



The user’s BitTorrent

client Azureus starts 

automatically.

The user’s BitTorrent

client Azureus starts 

automatically.



The user is asked if he wants 

to open the torrent file. User 

clicks “OK”.

The user is asked if he wants 

to open the torrent file. User 

clicks “OK”.

`



The BitTorrent client opens the torrent file 

and asks if the content file “Munich” should

be downloaded. User clicks “Ok”. 

The BitTorrent client opens the torrent file 

and asks if the content file “Munich” should

be downloaded. User clicks “Ok”. 



The download (and 

upload) process starts.

The download (and 

upload) process starts.



When download is complete, user 

opens the file using media player and 

movie plays.

When download is complete, user 

opens the file using media player and 

movie plays.









So what is Demonoid?

technically:

• website with links to torrent files

• tracker server

• no copyright content



So what is Demonoid?

functionally: a fully equipped online 
entertainment store offering free 
downloads:

– popular music
– latest movies, often pre-release
– popular TV shows
– latest video games
– audiobooks, etc.



P2P online entertainment store

perfect business model:

• cost-free supply guaranteed by offering free 
downloads in return for free uploads (the store 
engages the users as its suppliers)

• catalogue is fully tailored to the customers’ needs: 
users upload the content they like. No risk of being 
left with stock nobody is interested in buying

• store may use download statistics to analyze and 
manipulate the content made available

• income through advertising 



Is this making available to the public by
the web site operator (i.e. the operator of 
the P2P entertainment store)?

from a technical perspective: no

from a functional perspective: yes



So who should the right holder sue?

most obvious: the operator(s) of the bit 
torrent website and tracker

or:
– the ISP hosting the bit torrent website 

and/or tracker?

– the individual users of the network?

– the ISPs providing internet access to users 
of the bit torrent network?



case law

courts tend to take a technical approach:

• allowing other users of the network to 

download from one’s PC constitutes making 

available to the public

• uploading users directly liable for copyright 

infringement (e.g. Brein v. UPC, SABAM v. 

Tiscali)



case law

• operator of the website may be held liable 
as well, but:

• the question whether he is directly liable for 
copyright infringement is not explicitly 
discussed or direct liability is denied

• liability based on other theories: tort, 
vicarious or contributory liability, facilitation, 
inducement, authorization of infringement, 
etc. (Grokster, Universal v. Cooper, Brein v. 
KPN)



Indirect instead of direct liability:

does it matter?

Yes: the burden of proof for the right 
holder is higher



direct liability:

• evidence of making available of one 
single work may suffice to obtain an 
injunction or filtering order covering all 
of plaintiff’s repertoire

• evidence of culpability and/or 
commercial intent not required in order 
to obtain an injunction



indirect liability theories may require 
proof of:

• substantial and systematic availability 
of infringing content 

• culpable behaviour
• knowledge of and/or intention to 

promote large-scale sharing of  
infringing content;

• commercial intentions; relationship 
between large-scale downloading and 
(advertising) income

• no measures to avoid infringement, such 
as filtering,etc.



rethinking the functional interpretation:

• making available: a functional term 
without reference to the technique 
applied

• if providing the facilities does not in 
itself constitute a communication to 
the public (Agreed Statements), 
anything else or in access of that may

• it makes sense: the party who offers, 
organizes and controls the online 
entertainment service should be 
responsible for what is made available 
through it



P2P technology diffuses the issue. In 
other cases we do take a functional 
approach:

• I-tunes: we would consider Apple to be 
responsible (directly liable) regardless 
of whether the files purchased are 
actually transmitted from Apple’s server 
or from a server operated by a third 
party

• Amazon: responsible even though the 
books and CD’s purchased are actually 
owned and shipped by a third party.



So what happened to Demonoid?

• used to be hosted in the Netherlands

• Dutch anti piracy organization BREIN sued 
the hosting ISP offering evidence of 
substantial infringement and culpability

• Demonoid moved to a Canadian ISP before 
the case went to court

• after threat of legal action Demonoid now 
says it has to block Canadian traffic and has 
set up server elsewhere. Still online..





To be continued..


